1. LISTEN AND CIRCLE

Tokyo defines the professor as a...

- smart ghost
- small ghost
- smelly ghost

Rio is an expert in...

- alarms and electronics
- weapons
- computers

Berlin has done ___ robberies

- 37
- 27
- 47

Denver is called...

- the dude of bar fights
- the king of bar fights

Nairobi has been counterfeiting money since age...

- 30
- 23
- 13

They are robbing...

- National Currency and Stamp Factory
- The Royal Mint of Spain
- Madrid Currency Factory
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2. IMAGINE YOU ARE BECOMING A MEMBER OF THE BAND. WRITE A BRIEF DESCRIPTION ABOUT HOW YOU WOULD LOOK LIKE AS ONE OF THE BURGLARS.

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________
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